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There are 11  steps for you to complete; worth 30 pts total.  As you complete each step, bring this sheet to Mrs. Bailey for a signature.   
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Google Form - Studio Habits of Mind: 
Think & Respond (5  pts) 

VIDEO
Clay: Wedging Cart

VIDEO
Clay: Gather Tools

Scavenger Hunt! Gather these items:
table scour pad, needle tool, jar of 
slip, and a placemat. Show Mrs. Bailey

VIDEO
Clay: Clean-up Procedures

VIDEO
Ocarina: Pinch Pot

Set up your workspace; gather your
clay and tools.  Use the handout to
guide you in making a pinch pot. 

Follow the directions in the video
to attach a bottom slab to your
pinch pot. 

VIDEO
Ocarina: Slab + Slip-n-Score

VIDEOS Ocarina: Mouthpiece, 
Piercing the Windway & holes

QUIZ QUESTIONS:
Answer in Google Classroom

Ocarina Learning Guide (clay whistle)

How do I clean up my tools and workspace at
the end of studio time?

Learning where to find supplies at  
the clay studio center

Demonstrate understanding of finding supplies.
(WORTH 4 PTS)

Learn how to use the Clay Wedging Cart

What 2 things do you need in each hand to clean up 
your workspace?  Where do you put your leftover
clay scraps when your done? (WORTH 6 PTS)

Demonstration of clay handbuilding techniques:
Pinch pot

Assessment of pinch pot: sculpt even walls and bowl 
shape for the curve of the dome. (WORTH 3 PTS)

Learn how to roll out an even thickness slab, cut out
a circular shape that is slightly larger than your pot and
attach using slip-n-score methods.

Assessment of slab: even thickness and circle shape
slightly larger than pinch pot.  Slip-n-score attachment.

Independently follow the directions to complete your
ocarina!  (12 pts)

Go into your Art Folder on Google Drive.  Open the
Google Form.  Click on the Preview EYE in the upper
right side to fill out the form.


